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Northumberland Branch
covering
Northumberland
Newcastle
North Tyneside
Durham Branch
Covering
Gateshead
South Tyneside
Co Durham
Darlington
Stockton
Hartlepool
Middlesbrough
Redcar & Cleveland

CPRE Meetings
11th June

Durham

12th June

Stockton

19th June

Darlington

9th July

Northumberland

12th July

NE Region, incl. AGM

17th July

Darlington

6th Aug

Durham

21st Aug

Darlington

21st Aug

Northumberland

18th Sept

Darlington

Please confirm meeting
details before travelling

CPRE fights for a better future
for England’s unique, essential
and precious countryside. From
giving parish councils expert
advice on planning issues to
influencing national and
European policies, we work to
protect and enhance the
countryside.
We believe a beautiful,
thriving countryside is
important for everyone, no
matter where they live.
Nationally, we don’t own land
or represent any special
interests. Our members are
united in their love for
England’s landscapes and rural
communities, and stand up for
the countryside, so it can
continue to sustain, enchant
and inspire future generations.
We’ll be stronger by being
inclusive – CPRE is for
everyone. Nationally, we don’t
own land or represent any
special interests. This
differentiates us from
organisations like the National
Trust and the Countryside
Alliance.
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Membership
Enclosed with this Newsletter is a
leaflet with a membership form. If
you are not a member please give
thought to joining and supporting
CPRE’s work, both local and national.
If already a member please pass it on
to someone you consider would be
interested.
Disclaimer: The views expressed
within this Newsletter are those of
the authors.
Photo credits: Cover Gillan Gibson;
p4 & 20 Richard Cowen; p6 Pitch
Wilson; p8 & 9 Les Ashworth; p11
Bob Mullen; p13 & 15 CPRE.
Items for the next issue should be
with the Editors by 1st August 2012.
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Chair’s Desk
Overview/|Newsletter
This is now the second edition in the
new format of our Newsletter. I
believe the first edition was well
received and I thank Ken and Gillan
Gibson for the professional job they
have done.
Chair
As many people will know, our former
Chair, Howard Elcock, was taken
seriously ill recently. He is now much
better and has now been moved from
James Cook Hospital in Middlesbrough
to his home hospital in Newcastle. But
he is not home yet and I am sure we
will all wish him well and a full speedy
recovery.
National Planning Policy Framework
Again, there have been some
significant developments this quarter.
The National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) has now come into
effect. The final version is much
improved on the draft and it is
pleasing to see that the Government
has listened to many of the points we
have made. CPRE National Office has
issued a briefing that I am sure people

Bowes Museum, Barnard Castle
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will have seen. I do not propose to
reiterate it here but it does now
recognise the intrinsic beauty of the
countryside for its own sake, have a
“brownfield” first policy and a better,
albeit not perfect, definition of
sustainable development. And even
the draft did contain provisions close
to our heart to recognise tranquillity
and dark skies. But of course not all
our requests were included and there
is still concern e.g. regarding
allocation of land for housing
purposes. There are other concerns
and we believe that there is still too
much of an emphasis on economic
development. So it will be important
for us to stay vigilant and see how it is
interpreted in practise.
Supporting Communities Project
Further to my report in the last
edition, both Durham and
Northumberland County Branches have
continued to be involved in events
using monies that were awarded by
the Department of Communities and
Local Government to both CPRE and
the National Association of Local
Councils to explain
Neighbourhood Plans (NPs).
These events were very popular
and appear to have been well
received by those who
attended. There may be further
awards for similar (but, it
appears, not identical) events
in the future. While there are
no completed NPs as yet, there
are pilot projects in the area of
both Branches.
Wind power
At the CPRE Regional Chairs’
meeting in March we had a

farms. It is clear that there is
considerable concern throughout the
country about them. CPRE National
Office is looking again at our policy to
see what, if any, changes need to be
made.
High Speed Train 2 (HS2)
Another specific matter we considered
was HS2. This is clearly controversial
but CPRE supports the principle of a
high speed rail route. This may not
make us generally popular in some
parts of the country but it does meet
our principles of improved public
transport. Of course, in the North East
we can say it does not affect us. But
ultimately it may well come to
Newcastle so we may need to think
about it. And indirectly, if Hitachi
does start building trains at Newton
Aycliffe, we may well have an indirect
interest so far as employment is
concerned.
Heritage Lottery Fund
CPRE National Office is also proposing
to make an application for a grant
from the Heritage Lottery Fund. The
purpose would be particularly aimed
at considering landscape, maybe with
particular reference to the European
Landscape Convention. If the bid is
successful and someone is appointed
as a result, there is a reasonable
chance that we in the North East will
be one of the first in line to benefit
from the services of this person.
Local Nature Partnerships
Jan Arger and I attended a stakeholder
meeting for the Northern Upland Chain
Local Nature Partnership (LNP) at
Bowes Museum on 24 April 2012. This
proposed LNP is preparing a bid that
has to be made to the Department for
Environment Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA) by 8th June and they wished
to seek comments regarding the

nature of the bid. The proposed LNP
covers virtually all the upland areas of
the north from Nidderdale Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in
North Yorkshire to the Northumberland
National Park. From the heights of
Cheviot to the valleys of the Yorkshire
Dales and beyond, the only part of this
area that is neither National Park nor
AONB is the Tyne Gap. Bleak, empty of
people, diverse in landscape and
biodiversity, this is a vast area. The
LNP if approved would enable a much
larger and more powerful body to bid
for grants for improvements to the
area and remedy previous mistakes
such as the creation of the grips. It
should also be involved in strategic
planning which would involve a number
of planning authorities. There should
also be liaison with the Local
Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) but to
date there appears to be limited
interest on the part of LEPs. This will
have to be addressed if the
Government’s aim of increasing
biodiversity and the habitat needed by
it is to succeed.
And talking of our wild upland
areas, it is perhaps worth recalling
that, 80 years ago on 24 April 1932, the
“mass trespass” took place on Kinder
Scout. Ramblers rather than CPRE were
involved and some went to prison as a
result, but ultimately their actions
have proved successful with the access
we now enjoy in these remote areas.
Middlesbrough
Recently much of our area in Cleveland
has, I regret to say, been largely
neglected. However, Bob Mullen has
now agreed to look after things in
Middlesbrough. This is excellent news
and a fuller report from him is included
in this edition.
Richard Cowen, Regional Chair
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Bradley opencast

— appeal result for the
Derwent Valley, Durham

An article in the spring issue of the
North East NEwsletter outlined the
appeal against an application by UK
Coal to opencast mine in an area of
the Derwent Valley known as Bradley.
The appeal lasted for approximately a
month and the result was awaited
with some trepidation. However, in a
letter from the Planning Inspectorate
dated 23rd February 2012, the
Inspector dismissed the appeal and set
out in his report the reasons why.
He quotes from the Mineral
Planning Guidance 3 which states that
"the Government recognises that the
cost and benefits of an opencast
proposal can be best assessed by the
communities and local authorities who
know the area best and are most
directly affected". He recognises, as
does the National Planning Policy
Framework that the ordinary,
everyday countryside, even "though it
is not designated as a special
landscape area in national terms, this
should not be seen as relegating its

landscape contribution to something
poor or substandard".
Regarding sustainable
development he writes that "winning
and burning coal are not sustainable
activities". He also outlined the short
and long term effects on the
landscape of the huge hole and
overburden mounds during the period
of 3 or so years of working and the 10
- 15 years of aftercare and maturing of
the landscape, that this represents a
childhood or retirement though the
operation itself, to extract 0.5m
tonnes of coal, would only supply 3
days national need.
Since 1970 there have been 9
previous applications to opencast mine
within the Derwent Valley. A large
part of CPRE's evidence at the Bradley
Inquiry was based on conclusions as to
why all these previous applications
had been refused. To a large extent
the preservation of the countryside
within the valley was deemed more
important than the need for coal and
several Inspectors also
felt that a precedence
would be set since coal
underlies much of the
Derwent Valley. Already
another application is
awaiting in the wings. The
Inspector at Bradley
voiced similar concerns
and wrote that, "on
balance, if this appeal
was allowed, the long
term and successful
protection of the sensitive
parts of the Derwent

Valley and Pont Valleys, would be
breached".
Obviously the successful result
of the Bradley Inquiry at which 47
people gave evidence against the
proposal, both local residents and
others from the wider valley, including
myself who represented CPRE and the
Derwent Valley Protection Society,
was a cause for celebration. However
there was a sting in the tail!
In early April we were informed

that barristers for UK Coal had lodged
a legal challenge - 6 weeks after the
refusal of Bradley was announced against the Inspector's decision.
Apparently this will be the Secretary
of State versus UK Coal in the High
Court. We now have to await the due
process which may take many months
so the euphoria of winning the appeal
has unfortunately, been somewhat
dimmed .
Pitch Wilson, Vice Chair, Durham

Durham News
During the last quarter, the following
points of interest have occurred that
are not considered elsewhere in this
issue
1. Pelton house building
Locals are meeting as there is concern
that during the building of this large
Permismmon development there is:
No fencing up apart from around
rubble left off one of
the demolished buildings.
Airborne dust and cement
Mud on the road
A pathway closed
2. Local Nature Partnerships
Members have been involved with
both the Land of the Three Rivers
Local Nature Partnership and the
Uplands Local Nature Partnership.

Events have been held by the
organisers of the Partnerships to
determine the details of their
functions and how they should be
administered and monitored. It is
considered they will be strategic
organisations, more than funding or
providing ones. They will need to
link with other authorities, such as
local authorities, the National
Health Service and the new Local
Enterprise Partnerships. The Land
of the Three Rivers is expected to
stretch to a 12 mile limit off the
coast so will need to link with
appropriate marine organisations
3. South Tyneside Council
has become the first council to
adopt its Local Plan with the
adoption of the final documents.

Bradley opencast site
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Halton Lea Gate — another village under threat
from opencast mining in Northumberland

The village of Halton Lea Gate lies in
the south west corner of
Northumberland, close to the border
with Cumbria on the A689. Driving
along this road gives a sense of a
remote and wild countryside with
splendid views unencumbered by
modern visual intrusions, and indeed it
has been recognised by CPRE as one of
England’s most tranquil places.
Unfortunately the residents here
have had their lives and properties
blighted for the past five years by the
threat of an opencast coal mine right
in the middle of this attractive
landscape, with the edge of the site
being just 17 metres from the village
boundary!
The planning case against this
development is extremely strong.
Apart from its astonishingly close
proximity to the village, the site lies
within the setting of the North
Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and is also close to the North
Pennines Moors Special Protection
Area, the North Pennines Moors
Special Area of Conservation and two
8

Sites of
Special
Scientific
Interest. The
site is further
overlooked by
two major
tourist routes
– the Pennine
Way and the
Sustrans
Route 68
cycle trail.
Two applications for opencast
mining have been submitted by a
company called HM Project
Developments Ltd, commencing with a
scoping report in 2007 and followed by
a planning application in 2008 and a
further application in 2010. Both
applications were rejected with good
reason by Northumberland County
Council, and the applicants have now
lodged an appeal which will be heard
in May this year.
Throughout this process,
opposition from local residents has
been vigorous and sustained. A really
strong local group has put together a
devastating case against the
development, and CPRE has added its
own strong voice in the campaign.
The local group and CPRE will
both be represented at the appeal
hearing. On any balanced judgement
the appeal by the applicants ought to
be rejected outright. Let us hope that
justice prevails and the residents of
this small village are left in peace.
Les Ashworth, CPRE Northumberland

A walk in the Forest
— surveying at Slaley, Northumberland
Oh the joys of being a CPRE volunteer!
In early February this year when most
sensible people were staying warm
and sheltered in their homes or
offices, it was left to a hardy few to
brave the icy temperatures and biting
winds of a jaunt through Slaley Forest
in Northumberland. The forest is
owned and operated by the Forestry
Commission, but with public footpaths
maintained by Northumberland County
Council.
All in a good cause, of course. In
2009 CPRE and other local groups took
part in a survey of footpaths in the
forest at the invitation of
Northumberland County Council. The
idea was to assess the condition of the
public footpaths, tracks, and bridle
ways, and comment on measures to
keep the paths useable. The paths
were used by walkers, horse riders,
cyclists, trail bikes,
and four wheel drive
vehicles, and some
paths were almost
impassable due to
erosion and tyre
ruts.
Following this
the County Council
carried out
maintenance work
on many of the paths
and placed traffic
restriction orders on
some of them to
protect the routes
between October
and May.

The February outing was to
comment on how effective these
measures had been and whether they
should be continued.
Having walked the paths it
certainly seemed that overall there
had been a huge improvement. All the
routes, including those on softer
ground where previously there had
been very heavy erosion and rutting,
were in our view in a reasonable
condition and quite usable.
Our recommendation to the
County Council, therefore, was to
continue with the present policies,
and we understand this will happen.
Maybe the icy depths of
February wasn’t the ideal time to view
the delights of Slaley Forest, but it got
us out of the house and actually was a
really nice outing. Try it sometime!
Les Ashworth, CPRE Northumberland
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Middlesbrough News
Housing
There is a growing worry across
Cleveland over the potential loss of
considerable amounts of undesignated
green field land to new housing
development. Over the last year or so
each local authority in the area has
produced a Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA) report
indicating large swathes of farm land
are available for housing development
with potential timescales of 0 - 5
years, 6 -10 years and 11- 15 years.
Some developers have already
submitted their planning applications
for large scale housing proposals on
these sites, regardless of the suggested
time scales.
The draft National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) and an
inappropriate ministerial statement
encouraged local authorities to include
green field sites in their SHLAA reports
and they were urged to add an extra
buffer of between 5 - 20% dependent
on their existing 5 year housing land
shortfall. The draft NPPF also included
the direction to “presume in favour of
development” (regardless?). This was
exacerbated by a further
recommendation to drop the
‘brownfield first’ sequential test.
Developers have a very strong distaste
for using brownfield land with the cost
implications of cleaning up the land
before building can commence.
Greenfield land by comparison is much
less expensive to develop.
An example of this green field
grabbing is contained within the
Middlesbrough Borough Council 2011
SHLAA report, nominating 388 hectares
of Borough boundary farm land to
provide an estimated 6,500 new
10

houses. If these fields are eventually
sold to developers the present urban–
countryside balance of the Borough
will be converted into an almost
unbroken conurbation up to the
borders of other local authorities. Of
course, other local authorities are
following the same example, possibly
leading to a total conurbation across
Cleveland itself over the next 15 years
and with a considerable loss of our
green fields.
The final NPPF has changed the
premise of “presumption in favour of
development” (regardless?) and
“encouraged” local authorities to
consider brownfield sites again. Will
the planners now change their
perception of available housing land
with a subsequent revision of their
SHLAA documents?
Windfarms
Included in the mad dash to devalue
our green fields there is a continuing
threat of applications for windfarms
across the county. In understanding
the need for alternative energy
sources there must be a balance struck
in the placement of such structures - is
the application appropriate or
inappropriate for the suggested site?
CPRE recently initiated a survey across
the country based on perceived
tranquility. This is an excellent guide
on where not to place windfarms.
It is worthwhile remembering the
creed for local authority planners –
“The purpose of the planning system is
to protect amenity and the
environment in the public interest”. I
do hope they remember it.
Bob Mullen, CPRE Middlesbrough

Middlesbrough contact
growth of future inappropriate
development.
Our aim should be to protect,
preserve and enhance the existing
green fields, woodlands, trees,
hedgerows and those wildlife areas in
and around Middlesbrough which
ensure we still have a decent place in
which to live, work and spend our
leisure time. If you observe or are
aware of any new threat to the above
amenities in Middlesbrough please
contact :Middlesbrough has suffered from bad
press over the years. There is a
general impression of the Borough
being a highly industrialised area with
an almost solid conurbation of housing
within its boundaries. This impression
is not entirely true, but could easily
become so if the residents and active
groups such as CPRE do not resist the

Bob Mullen,
CPRE Middlesbrough District.
18 Chandlers Ridge
Nunthorpe
Middlesbrough
TS7 0JL
Tel: 01642 324939
E-mail: b2mullen@hotmail.com

Abbreviations
AAP

LNP

Local Nature Partnership

ANOB Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

LP

Local Plan

CAMP Conservation Area Management
Plans

NALC National Association of Local
Councils

CPRE Campaign to Protect Rural England

NPD

DEFRA Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs

NPPF National Planning Policy Framework

DPD

Area Action Plans

Development Plan Documents

NP

Neighbourhood Development Plan

Neighbourhood Plan

DVPS Derwent Valley Protection Society

SHLAA Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment

HS2

High Speed Train

SPD

Supplementary Planning Document

LCA

Landscape Character Assessment

SPG

Supplementary Planning Guidance

LDF

Local Development Framework

UDP

Unitary Development Plan

LEP

Local Enterprise Partnership

VDS

Village Design Statement
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East Cleveland report
Wind power
The good news from the eastern
outpost of Durham Branch is that the
threat of a wind farm on Beacon Moor
has—at least for the present—been
removed. Energy company Infinis
made an early decision to withdraw
the proposed scheme, quoting
‘environmental and visual constraints’
as their reason, something they should
have been able to establish without
causing consternation in the
surrounding community. Reading
between the lines, Infinis appear to
have been overwhelmed by the level
of opposition that rallied against their
intentions. Another positive outcome
is that CPRE has gained some new
members who have eased my isolation
and who will provide invaluable
support in the future.
Housing and wind power
However, we are now faced with
proposals for a large new housing
estate on the edge of Marske and a
four turbine wind farm adjacent to the
main A174 near Saltburn.
Whilst this wind farm is in a less
sensitive location then Beacon Moor it
would have a major, direct, impact on
the communities of Marske, Saltburn,
Skelton, individual rural properties
which would fall within the turbines
shadow, as well as a visual impact on

the coastal scenery. Planning
permission has been granted for a
three year test period but a planning
application could be lodged at any
time in that period.
Other developments
I have linked with the Skelton and
Brotton Parish Council, which has set
up a working party to produce a
Neighbourhood Development Plan
(NPD) for the parish.
The Parish Council has been
accepted into the Neighbourhood
Planning Vanguard Scheme and
received funding to assist with the
production of the NDP.
I have registered as the CPRE
person to be a member of the Tees
Valley Rural Community Council’s,
Food, Farming And Rural Affairs Tees
Valley Forum, which was launched on
the 14th March. The objectives of the
Forum are to provide advice on issues,
concerns and good practice to
Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs, Tees Valley
Unlimited and unitary authorities. A
Steering Group has been set up and
during the course of the year thematic
meetings dealing with the economy,
social, and community and
environment will take place.
Stuart White

CPRE National Office—New address
Please note CPRE National Office has now moved. They are now at:
5-11 Lavington Street, London, SE1 0NZ. Telephone numbers remain the same.
Tel: 020 7981 2800
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Wind power — a CPRE report:

When he was Energy Secretary, Ed
Miliband once said that opposition to a
wind farm – that is, any wind farm
anywhere – should be made socially
taboo, like driving without a seatbelt
or over a zebra crossing. This week, an
angry press officer from Renewable UK
- the trade body representing energy
companies – told me that CPRE had
violated this taboo. We have published
our concerns about the proliferation of
wind farm planning applications and
not only were we damaging the
reputation of the renewables business,
he said, but we had got our sums
wrong by misquoting the number of
onshore and offshore turbines
currently in use.
Although we had obtained our
figures from Renewable UK’s own
website, apparently the data changes
daily. Our exchange did illustrate one

point made in our report: that
communities are feeling powerless in
the face of the many speculative
applications from big, well-funded
developers, and we would like
government to provide clarity about
the number of onshore wind turbines
to be built and where these might be
located.
In the media interest around our
report Renewable UK reminded us that
in a recent Mori poll 66 per cent of
Britons were in favour of wind energy.
I thought that was a bit generous given
the sample size of their poll was 1,000
people and didn’t include anyone over
the age of 64. But at the risk of
upsetting a few more people this week
CPRE nationally supports the 66%,
because we think it’s possible to
support some wind energy while
opposing its unconditional deployment
in all landscapes and contexts.
Not everyone agrees with our
position, including some CPRE
members and this is a conflict-ridden
subject, but it’s really important to
open the debate and tell government
that communities have legitimate
concerns that must be heard. We also
need to push for action on meeting
the country’s energy needs that will
also ensure protection for the
countryside. We would very much like
your help to send this message to
government, so along with a copy of
the report on our website - which
includes examples and data from the
North East - we are also asking people
to email their MP. Thank you.
Dan McLean, Communications
Director, CPRE National Office
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A new “National Planning Policy
Framework” (NPPF) — Where next?
A big thank you and well done from
CPRE National Office to regions,
branches and individual members for
your campaigning efforts on the NPPF!
The Policy Framework is much
improved. It has a sensible definition
of sustainable development and a
better weighting for environmental
protection. CPRE’s own causes around
the value of undesignated countryside,
tranquillity and light pollution feature.
However, in many ways our
relief should be tempered because the
gains are from a relatively low base.
The Government has started from, and
still clings to, a view that planning is
an obstacle to economic growth,
rather than an essential tool to
protect our environment.
Significant concerns about the
Policy Framework remain:
The overall message is still that any
economic growth is good growth
(growth appears to be defined in
the worst possible way - short term
and undifferentiated).
Though support is given for the
statutory role of the Development
Plan (Local Plans and
Neighbourhood Plans), there is an
unrealistic emphasis on speed of
plan preparation and perfectly up
to date plans. This will undermine
pragmatic attempts to implement
good plans.
Planning cannot get houses built on
its own, yet there are draconian
requirements for housing land
supply. The assumption is that if
14

housing is not immediately
deliverable on sites in local plans,
other easier and cheaper off plan
developments should be allowed.
This opens the way for damaging
incursions into the countryside.
Integration of land use and
transport planning is much
weakened. There is little
encouragement to resist
development that will exacerbate
unsustainable travel.
The support given to rural business
development is very open and will
add to pressures for visually
intrusive development and
increased traffic in the
countryside.
So what should we be doing next?
Clearly our focus must now shift
more to local campaigning. The NPPF
will be implemented through many
local planning authority and Planning
Inspectorate decisions across the
country.
We should be seeking to
influence new Local Plans. Our
priorities will be around inclusion of
brownfield first approaches and taking
account of windfall sites. We want
strategic thinking that minimises
greenfield land take and gets the right
housing built in the right places. For
planning applications we must
challenge unthinking use of the
economic growth and jobs argument
to overriding sound planning. This will
be important in resisting a new wave

of off centre retailing and business
parks that will undermine strong town
centres and compete with important
urban regeneration projects. We also
have to fight intrusive rural business
proposals.
We all need to watch and
monitor impacts on the ground. CPRE
National Office will be looking for your
help to bring together examples of
adverse outcomes. This will provide
evidence that reiterates the case for
renewed appreciation of our planning
system and stronger policies.
We have published an initial
NPPF briefing for branches (available
on the national website). We will be
seeking to improve this and agree
future campaign directions. There will
also be a need for related, more

detailed briefings. Let us know if you
have any ideas or requests we should
be taking into account.
The NPPF should be set in the
context of the Government’s overall
planning reform package. Within that
there are some positives for CPRE. In
particular the new Neighbourhood
Plans, will provide opportunities.
CPRE can use its expertise and
campaign to influence these plans.
The plans will be part of the statutory
development plan. They can get local
environmental protection priorities
recognised in return for a positive
approach to necessary local
development.
John Hoad, Head of Planning,
CPRE National Office

Free booklets on planning

Downloadable at: www.planninghelp.org.uk/resources
For paper copies e-mail: cpre.northeast@yahoo.co.uk
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Neighbourhood planning – where next?
At the moment there is much talk of
Neighbourhood Plans, the new local
planning initiative introduced in the
Localism Act 2011. Local communities
can create these to influence the
planning of their area, choosing where
new homes, shops, offices and other
development should be built. They
can identify and protect important
green spaces and influence what new
buildings should be like. Once
adopted, they will be part of the local
planning authority’s Local Plan, and
will have just as much “weight” in
determining planning applications as
the rest of the Local Plan.
However, there are a number of
other documents a community can be
involved with, or use, which can be
used to influence planning in their
area, as a neighbourhood plan may not
be the best way to address issues in an
area.
So how to discover what is best?
Discussion within a community will
identify the issues which are of
concern. If a community then talks
with their local council and their rural
community council (if there is one for
their area) they can receive practical
help and advice on the best way
forward. As an additional thought – it
is often best if adjoining communities
or parishes work together to produce a
single plan or document.
As a guide the following
documents are commonly used to
influence planning in an area:
The Local Plan (LP) – until recently
the Local Development Frameworks
(LDF) and Unitary Development Plans
(UDP)
16

A document, or suite of documents, a
local planning authority compiles
setting out the local policies on which
planning application determinations
are based – the basis of the so-called
“plan-led” system.
This “master plan” for a
council’s area may already cover the
issues a community wishes to address,
so that no further action is needed.
This would be more likely if the
community has actively engaged in
consultations during the drafting of
the Plan. Consultation on the new
Northumberland Local Plan is only just
beginning (so that unusually
Neighbourhood Plans and the Local
Plan could be developed in parallel),
and it is not too late to engage with
the Co Durham Local Plan. The Plans
are substantial documents lasting ten
or fifteen years and fully revised only
infrequently. And since Neighbourhood
Plans must be ‘aligned’ with the
principles set out in the Local Plan,
and cannot reduce the level of
development allocated to a locality in
the Plan, it is well worth making sure
the Local Plan is right in the first
place.
Up until the publication of the
National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), guidance to planning
authorities was that they must not
duplicate policy set out in national
Planning Policy Statements or in the
Regional Strategy. With these gone or
going, there are major policy gaps
appearing in most existing Local Plans,
and the Government is only allowing a
12-month transitional period for this
to be sorted.

Development Plan Documents (DPD)
and Supplementary Planning
Documents (SPD) or Supplementary
Planning Guidance (SPG) are sub
documents within a Local
Development Framework (LDF) which
deals with one particular topic e.g.
parking or design standards. SPGs are
used more specifically as an interim
policy measure to address an urgent
issue rather more quickly than the
normal LDF process will allow e.g.
affordable housing.
Area Action Plans (AAP) and
Conservation Area Management Plans
(CAMP)
Another sub document in a Local
Development Framework (LDF), these
deal with one particular area, often
one that the Council recognises as
needing detailed regeneration
measures e.g. the Central Jarrow Area
Action Plan. In some circumstances,
these may be more appropriate and
powerful than a Neighbourhood Plan.
These documents are easier to
revise than Local Development
Frameworks’s/Local Plans’s/Unitary
Development Plans’s so can be
updated as the need arises. Activity
would be participating in consultations
and ensuring the policies are upheld.
However, a community could request,
e.g. an area document if one did not
already exist and then participate in
its compilation.
Parish or Town Plans: These are not
strictly planning documents and carry
no statutory weight, but they have a
much wider remit than Neighbourhood
Plans, covering issues such as
transport, signage, local youth
services, community safety. They give
a broader picture of the life of a
community and are addressed to many

different organisations, not just the
Council. The Rural Community
Councils are particularly keen that
communities use this ‘community
planning’ process to identify the
priorities for an area beyond those
that can be addressed purely through
planning policy. In many cases, a
Neighbourhood Plan may be just one
element that emerges from an existing
or new Parish Plan process. A (Village)
Design Statement is a type of parish
plan outlining the sort of design
features which are acceptable, or not.
Evidence: The plan-making process
relies heavily on ‘evidence’ and it is
often possible to contribute to the
evidence-gathering process e.g.
through a Landscape Character
Assessment (LCA), a process to
identify and understand the things
that give character to the landscape,
or through the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA), a
process by which a council assesses
the availability and suitability of
potential development sites.
Further Information?
If you would like more information
there are a couple of publications
jointly published by CPRE and the
National Association of Local Councils
(NALC) which may help:
Planning explained and
How to shape where you live: a
guide to neighbourhood planning
Hard copies are available locally from
both organisations or there are links to
PDF versions from the following
website page:
www.planninghelp.org.uk/resources
Also, have a look at the website:
www.planninghelp.org.uk
Gillan Gibson and Nic Best
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www.sunderland.gov.uk

Sunderland

Gary Clasper Tel: 0191 561 1537
E-mail: gary.clasper@sunderland.gov.uk

Tees Valley
Tel: 01642 526 022
Tel: 01642 526 022
Mr Barry Jackson
Customer Services
www.stockton.gov.uk

Stockton

www.southtyneside.info/article/14849/Neighbourhood-planning
Andrea King
Tel: 0191 424 7588
E-mail: ldf@southtyneside.gov.uk

South Tyneside

www.southtyneside.gov.uk

Tees Valley
Tel: 01287 612 353
Tel: 01287 612 353
Mr Phil Jones
Mr Alex Conti
www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk

Redcar and Cleveland

Mr David English
E-mail: david.english@northumberland.gov.uk

Ms Jo-Anne Garrick
CA Northumberland
E-mail: planningstrategy@northumberland.gov.uk
www.northumberland.gov.uk

Northumberland

CA Northumberland
Mr Graham Sword
Tel: 0191 643 6340
www.northtyneside.gov.uk E-mail: graham.sword@northtyneside.gov.uk

CA Northumberland

Tees Valley

and neighbourhood planning

Newcastle
www.newcastle.gov.uk
North Tyneside

Tel: 01429 523 596
Tel: 01429 523 401
Mr Chris Pipe
Damien Wilson

Craig Ellis
Tel: 0191 433 3229
E-mail: craigellis@gateshead.gov.uk

Mr Paul Clarke
Tel: 01642 729 068
Mrs Catherine Whitwell Tel: 01642 729 062
www.middlesbrough.gov.uk

Would you like to receive it? If yes,
e-mail cpre.northeast@yahoo.co.uk and
ask to be put on the e-mail list and a
couple of editions will be sent so you
can try them. If you choose to go on the
list you can ask to be taken off any time
you wish.

www.hartlepool.gov.uk

How involved people wish to be with
organisations varies. Would you like to
be informed what is happening at
national level? Most weeks CPRE
National Office publish a Circular and
this usual includes a Weekly Round-up.
It comes as an e-mail.

Hartlepool

- would you like copies e-mailed?

www.gateshead.gov.uk

CPRE Circular and Weekly Round-up

Website

Authorities covered:
Darlington, Hartlepool, Middlesbrough, Redcar and Cleveland, Stockton

Gateshead

Janice McColm, Rural Development Officer
Tel: 01642 213852
E-mail: jmcolm@teesvalleyrcc.org.uk

Michael Lowe
Tel: 03000 263 404
E-mail: michael.lowe@durham.gov.uk

Neighbourhood planning contacts:
Doff Pollard, Chief Officer
Tel: 01642 213852
E-mail: dpollard@teesvalleyrcc.org.uk

www.durham.gov.uk

Unit 2A, Cadcam Centre, High Force Road
Riverside Park,
Middlesbrough. TS2 1RH
Tel: 01642 213 852
E-mail: admin@teesvalleyrcc.org.uk
Website: www.teesvalleyrcc.org.uk/

Durham

Tees Valley Rural Community Council

Valerie Adams
Tel: 01325 388 477
E-mail: valerie.adams@darlington.gov.uk

Authorities covered: Northumberland, Newcastle, North Tyneside

www.darlington.gov.uk

Neighbourhood planning contact:
David Francis, Director
E-mail: davidfrancis@ca-north.org.uk

Darlington

Tower Buildings, 9 Oldgate
Morpeth, Northumberland. N61 1PY
Tel: 01670 517 178
E-mail info@ca-north.org.uk
Website: www.ca-north.org.uk/

Neighbourhood Planning contacts

Community Action Northumberland

Middlesbrough

Authority covered: Durham

Tees Valley

Neighbourhood planning contact:
Lesley Millgate
Tel: 01207 529 621
E-mail: lesley.millgate@durhamrcc.org.uk

Durham

Park House, Station Road
Lanchester, Co Durham. DH7 0EX
Tel: 01207 529 621
E-mail: info@durhamrcc.org.uk
Website: www.durhamrcc.org.uk/

Tees Valley

Durham Rural Community Council

Local Authorities
Rural Community Council

Rural Community Councils
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